
Hi my name is Kira ,
I have recently received these Spherical energy grids from ’ The Elohim ‘, to aid Humanity at this exciting time in
our evolution. They come from the ‘ Orion belt ‘ which is the Centre for Higher Evolutionary Programming, and are
‘ frequency modulators ’ that adjust our energy fields to ‘ The Galactic Centre ’ and ’ Source ’ vibration.

Each grid will be especially energized for you personally. On using the grids myself, I have discovered that they are very
Powerful when placed upon our ’Power Centre’ (the ’v’shaped area situated below the navel). For greater impact place
them just below the navel but slightly to your right. They are not a divination or oracle card, they are an energy
transformational tool.                   Website: https://frequencyandlighthealing.com

1. DIVINE CONNECTION GRID

The Divine Connection Grid opens a portal to ’ Source’ level, to enable the downloading of higher dimensional frequencies
and specific attunements, necessary for our Growth. It prepares us by placing us into a highly receptive state, where the
boundary between the ’ Human ’ and the ’ Divine ’ dissolves and the two become the ’ One .’

II. BALANCE GRID

This grid restores harmony and balance to all levels of our Being, to the relationship with ourselves and with others. It
connects/ reconnects tissue and membrane for cellular structuring and regeneration, occurring at the atomic level. It gains
access to the Divine mind for blueprint plans which enable the restoration of the organism to it’s original settings. Excellent
when feeling unwell.

III. SELF MASTERY GRID

Attracts all the Cosmic forces necessary to help us to overcome all obstacles on the path to Empowerment. It restores and
reintegrates lost soul fragments, uniting every aspect of our being from all time frames and realities, to form One unified
Whole. It aids us in operating from our Centre of Peace and love, strengthening and anchoring us amidst turmoil. Focusing
and drawing energy from the ’ Centre ’ it Self-Empowers.

IV. UNBLOCKING GRID

Unlocks stored memories information and programming. It clears stagnant energy creating a vacuum for the influx of new
divine energies. A powerful tool for transformation, it can be used to clear repressed memories and emotions, triggering
deep inner change and healing. It removes obstacles to and anything that impedes personal growth. Can be placed actually
or mentally upon a chakra, and using on the Soulstar Chakra aids the releasing of past life trauma and karmic residue. Use
on the Pituitary gland to enable it to function at higher levels absorbing more etheric light, thereby reducing ageing. Place
over an emotion such as ’ Fear ’ to dissolve this from the cellular memory.

V. UNITY GRID

This grid unifies and synthesizes all aspects of the Self with each other and with the Whole, bringing greater awareness of
the ‘ One Being.’ It fosters cooperation and a willingness to work together to achieve mutual goals for the Highest Good of
All. Helping to find common ground for the resolution of disputes, it brings relationships human/animal into a closer affinity.

VI. SIMULTANEITY GRID

This grid takes us out of linear time and space, shifting us into simultaneity ,allowing us to witness our creation and
movement of energy. Both of the brain hemispheres begin to operate as one unified centre, enabling us to function at
higher frequencies, as we enter into a state of ‘ Coherence ‘, all parts of the brain working together at maximum capacity.

VII. PARALLEL GRID

This unifies all aspects and selves across all dimensions of time, space and alternate realities. If you want to gain access to
the talents and abilities of your other multi-dimensional selves incarnated across the Cosmos, use this grid to ’ quantum
jump.’

VIII. MATRIX REPROGRAMMING GRID

Converts old patterning to new by re-imprinting, overlaying harmonious patterns over the originals. Stored programs are
rewritten bringing new functionality, overriding any existing potentially negative ones. Rewriting goes deep into the cellular
memory to elicit change. Use on self-image issues or when events or energy loops are reoccurring, to find a solution. Helps
to restore our blueprint settings, gives enhanced mental clarity.

IX. ENERGY GENERATOR GRID

Amplifies and expands our electromagnetic energy, magnetizing our Good and drawing it to us effortlessly. Our power and
speed of attraction increases significantly. The auric field is expanded over vast distances facilitating telepathic
communication.

X. LIGHTBODY UPGRADE GRID

Can be used when feeling stuck and recognize a need for change. It upgrades us harmoniously through the ‘ Merkivic ‘
stages from the ‘Merkiva’ (tetrahedron), to the ‘ Merkava ‘ ( dodecahedron ) to the ‘ Merkana ‘( icosahedron ), and ultimately
to the 24 point ‘ MerkaRa.’



XI. LIGHT LANGUAGE DECODING GRID

This grid helps us to decode and interpret the ‘Languages of Light’ as they’re absorbed into our energy fields, including
information from the different coloured Cosmic Rays, to the interpretation of symbols, fire letters and hieroglyphs used by
the Divine to communicate with us. It helps to activate the 3 seed crystals (one above each eyebrow and one below the
hairline) and the recorder cell receiver crystal (above the right ear), that receive light languages from the upper dimensions.
The cell receiver crystal holds vast amounts of information from our previous lives on different planetary Star systems.

XII. CHANNEL OPENING GRID

Creates a pathway for clear communication with our higher dimensional selves and other ascended/ angelic beings. It
opens a link with our Divine Source, enabling us to receive personal guidance directly. Use daily to enhance intuition.

XIII. EXPANDED COMMUNICATION GRID

Opens up multiple channels for higher dimensional communication. It forges links with many Star and planetary systems,
especially those that are also currently undergoing Ascension. Gives us a higher level awareness of other frequencies.

XIV. DIVINE HEART GRID

Opens our Heart Centres, connecting us with a perpetual inflow of love from the ‘Divine Heart’, the eternal fountain of Love
and Peace within transforming us into the Divine beings that we truly are, motivated by unconditional love and operating
only from Heart-Centred Consciousness. It holds the key to Creation within it, eradicating disharmony.

XV. HIGHER COMMUNICATION GRID

Allows us to interface and communicate with higher dimensional frequencies. It opens a portal to the Ascended Realms for
the easy transferring of data and information that is necessary for spiritual growth. Can use when we want specific answers
about our life path/direction having reached a crossroads or are in limbo having shifted out of old energy patterns.

XVI. DIVINE BODY GRID

Balances and aligns our meridians with the Universal Meridians and axiotonal lines (our 5
th

 dimensional circulatory system)
helping to bring online the blueprint for our ’ Divine Body.’ Ensures maximum energy output throughout all systems.

XVII. INTERSTELLAR GRID

Helps us to connect with and receive help from our Home Planet by enhancing the transmission of our unique signal. Acts
like a GPS coordinate to the star realms by highlighting our position on the grid, facilitating collective soul-linking.

XVIII. CREATION GRID

Helps to create our Highest Good refining our creations to a higher form of the spectrum of light, giving us mastery over the
material by bringing forward ancient knowledge of alchemy and transmutation. Use when your ‘point of attraction’ is bringing
an undesirable experience into your life; create a more positive one whose vibrations will tune out the original. It enables us
to make our creations at a more conscious level, thus increasing our mastery.

XIX. GROWTH GRID

Expedites our evolutionary growth. Helps us to metabolize pure light as a food source for the body and to absorb the
Galactic Centre frequencies necessary to aid our mutation to the Divine Butterfly. Key codes, fire letters are downloaded,
ascending and descending energies are merged. Our nervous systems are adjusted to handle new levels of information, as
we are required to process more than ever before. At around 8

th
 level ‘Lightbody’ we receive input from both 3

rd
 and 5

th

dimensional electrical systems often causing irregular rhythms until the 5
th

 is fully online. This smoothes the transition.

XX. LIGHTBODY BUILDING GRID

Helps to open, balance and harmonize the spins of all ’Merkabah’ geometries. New circulatory systems are built and
brought online, cellular regeneration occurs as the physical body is prepared to receive the Merkabah. The 8

th
 9

th
 and 10

th

chakras open and function as a unified field hooking us up to the Oversoul. Passing through the Stargate of Awakening
we begin to operate from the ’ Christ ’ level of Being and ultimately from the ’ I AM ’ if it is our soul’s plan at this time.

XXI. SOURCE ALIGNMENT GRID

Aligns us with the Central Sun/ Galactic Centre ( the Orion System ), enabling us to receive energy transmissions which
align us with ‘ Source ‘ energy. It helps us to remember and follow our soul Plan for the Highest good of All. Quite simply
this grid puts us into a state of ‘ vibrational coherence .’
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